






















word again-what happened to me that I should have a scar, tantalizingly 
placed near the opening of the blouse he so wanted to unbutton. "Did she 
have heart surgery?" he had asked himself. He was telling me this story after 
the launch of our affair. We were in bed. By that time, he had familiarized 
himself with the remote corners of my landscape, but the scar on my chest 
was still tickling his thoughts. It Was an aspect of my body that he didn't 
anticipate. Women weren't supposed to come with scars, were they? They 
were supposed to be as smooth as Barbie dolls. The mark on my chest 
should have been a blight on my beauty, making me less than the feminine 
ideal. Yet it made this man want me more. How intriguing, I thought. 

"Yes, it was heart surgery;' I told him, a near-truth that came close enough. 
In that moment I didn't feel like telling him the sordid tale of the scar. 

How to describe what happened in its truest form. How to explain the 
wound, a red hole ringed by thick accumulating pus, without proffering 
the graphic scenery. That my piercing vision could see through the 
gloppy infected tissue to the bone underneath, the sternum (also called 

the breastbone), which shelters the heart from harmful outside force, The 
pressure from the back brace coming down hard on my sternum made 
this hole. On a skinny girl like me, there was almost nothing between my 
sternum and the world. You'd have to break this. bone if you wanted to do 
open heart surgery on me. Or conversely, if you wanted to torture me, you 
would drive a hook attached to a rope and pulley, under my sternum and lift 
my body off the ground. And on it go.es in my telling ... You see how this 
story could be a real mood killer? 

Or maybe there is this version: On the subject of pus, I could say 
my white blood cells recognized an invader, even if I didn't at first, These 
warriors of my immune system battled the infection caused by this foreign 
object trying to penetrate my skin. Pale yellowish pus sure is ugly, but healing 
is not supposed to be pretty. The scar that remains has to be something 
greater than pretty to make this a story. Let's call the scar a keyhole in a door 
that opens me now and always-the door to my suffering is also the door 
to my truth. The door to myself. 

None of this was entirely persuasive, even. to me. So I said nothing 
more. This man placed his lips to my scar and kissed it. How had I missed 
this before? The mark of my suffering had led me here. Over and over he 
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